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We derive the Hamiltonian describing Pauli–Fierz massive gravitons on a ﬂat Friedmann–Robertson–
Walker (FRW) cosmology in a particular, non-generic effective ﬁeld theory. The cosmological evolution
is driven by a scalar ﬁeld Φ with an arbitrary potential V (Φ). The model contains two coupled scalar
modes, corresponding to the ﬂuctuations of Φ and to the propagating scalar component of the Pauli–Fierz
graviton. In order to preserve the full gauge invariance of the massless version of the theory, both modes
have to be taken into account. We canonically normalize the Hamiltonian and generalize the Higuchi
bound to FRW backgrounds. We discuss how this bound can set limits on the value of the Pauli–Fierz
mass parameter. We also observe that on a generic FRW background the speed of propagation of the
scalar mode of the graviton is always smaller than the speed of light.
Published by Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY license.1. Introduction
The discovery of the recent cosmic acceleration in the late ’90s
has revamped the interest on theories that attempt to modify grav-
ity at large distances. An interesting area of studies is to allow for
a small, but ﬁnite graviton mass. By assuming the mass to be suf-
ﬁciently small, the gravitational interaction should depart from the
predictions of the theory of General Relativity only at large dis-
tances, or equivalently late times, that is at scales comparable with
the graviton Compton wave-length.
It was shown by van Dam and Veltman [1] and by Zakharov [2]
that this is in fact not the case on ﬂat Minkowski background. For
instance, for a mass of the order of the current value of the Hubble
parameter, modiﬁcations are already manifest at Solar System size,
where the contribution coming from the mass would have been
expected to be irrelevant. The discontinuity, known as vDVZ dis-
continuity, is only present for a ﬂat background metric, for it was
shown in [3,4] that the zero-mass limit is smooth when a non-zero
cosmological constant is present. The removal of the vDVZ discon-
tinuity in (Anti-)de Sitter space is due to the existence of two mass
scales – the cosmological constant H2 and the graviton mass m2.
However, for positive values of the cosmological constant, a new
pathological regime appears: if the mass of the graviton does not
obey the inequality m2  2H2, known as the Higuchi bound [5,6],
the theory develops a ghost-like instability.
In the light of the recent interest in potentially phenomeno-
logical implications of theories in which gravity is modiﬁed in
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Open access under CC BY license.the infrared regime, it is interesting to discuss how such a bound
can be extended to more realistic backgrounds than pure de Sitter
space. It is therefore the goal of the present work to investigate the
effects of a Pauli–Fierz mass term for the graviton when the back-
ground space–time is described by a ﬂat Friedmann–Robertson–
Walker metric (i.e., when the mass scale H is time dependent) and,
in particular, to generalize the Higuchi bound to a FRW Universe.1
In order to consistently account for the dynamics of the en-
ergy density that drives the expansion of the Universe, we will
consider a Pauli–Fierz graviton coupled to a scalar ﬁeld Φ with a
generic potential V (Φ). The background metric is characterized by
a time-dependent Hubble scale H(t). In order to maintain the full
coordinate reparametrization invariance of the massless theory, we
have to consistently take into account the ﬂuctuations of Φ along
with those of the graviton. This leads, in the scalar sector of the
theory, to a complicated coupled dynamics. By following closely
the analysis of [6], we ﬁnd the generalized Higuchi bound to now
depend – through the behavior of Φ(t) – not only on the Hub-
ble scale H(t) but also on its ﬁrst time derivative H˙(t). This bound
has to be satisﬁed at any time during the cosmological evolution
for the theory not to develop any instabilities. If we assume the
bound to be universal, that is to be independent on the species
that drives the cosmological expansion, our result strongly con-
strains the value of the Pauli–Fierz mass.
1 It is worth to mention that in a recent paper [7] a mechanism was described
to modify the Higuchi bound in a de Sitter Universe by adding a suitable coupled
ghost; in our work we will consider only canonically normalized scalar ﬁelds. See
also [8] for the study of the behavior of a different model of infrared-modiﬁed grav-
ity on FRW background.
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this model displays a Lorentz-violating propagation, that however
never develops into superluminality.
The Letter is organized as follows: in Section 2 we will illustrate
the Hamiltonian of the system describing gravity with a Pauli–Fierz
mass term and a scalar ﬁeld. In Section 3 we will diagonalize the
part of the Hamiltonian that describes the propagating tensor and
vector modes. In Section 4 we will discuss the conditions under
which the scalar sector can be brought to canonical form (details
can be found in Appendices A and B) and, as usual, the most inter-
esting dynamics occurs there. The implications of this non-trivial
dynamics will be discussed in Section 5.
2. Quadratic Lagrangian of massive gravity on FRW
Our system consists of a scalar ﬁeld Φ canonically coupled to
gravity, which we allow to slightly depart from standard GR
S = S0 + Sm. (1)
S0 is given by
S0 ≡ −
∫
d4x
√
−(4)g
{
(4)R − 1
2
∂μΦ∂
μΦ − V (Φ)
}
, (2)
and Sm is the most general quadratic self-interaction of the met-
ric that does not exhibit (ghost-like) instabilities and preserves
the Lorentz invariance of the Einstein–Hilbert action. The term is
known in literature as the Pauli–Fierz mass term:
Sm ≡
∫
d4x Lm
= −m
2
4
∫
d4x
√
−(4) g¯hμν
[
g¯μρ g¯νσ − g¯μν g¯ρσ ]hρσ , (3)
where g¯μν is the background metric that solves the equations of
motion at zeroth order in the ﬂuctuations hμν = gμν − g¯μν over
said background. By construction the Pauli–Fierz term does not
contribute to the equations of motion for the background since it
is quadratic in the ﬂuctuations, therefore the metric g¯μν is found
by solving the standard Einstein equations of motion in presence
of a scalar ﬁeld Φ .
Before proceeding any further it is worth to make few com-
ments. Firstly, in the present Letter we will study the properties
of the model (1) in the spirit of effective ﬁeld theory: we will be
assuming that a UV completion does exist and reduces at low en-
ergies to a massive theory of gravity described by (1) with mass
given by (3).
One might wonder why we constrain ourselves to a Lorentz-
invariant mass term, while the background we are interested in
is ultimately Lorentz-violating. As we will see in Section 5, the
Lorentz-violating background will give rise to Lorentz-violating
phenomena: in the high frequency regime, the speed of prop-
agation of (the scalar component of) the gravitational modes is
smaller than the speed of light. Hence it might seem natural to
allow for a more general mass term, one that will only preserve
the symmetries of a FRW background. The reason for not doing
so is twofold: on one side, we would like to make contact with
the literature on PF massive gravity – the ﬁrst and foremost mo-
tivation of this work was to extend the Higuchi bound to cosmo-
logical backgrounds. On the other end, we want to analyze what
kind of Lorentz-violating effects arise because of a background
that only preserves a subgroup of the symmetries of the theory;
considering a more general quadratic self-interaction would only
entangle those effects coming from a non-maximally symmetric
background to those generated by a Lorentz-violating modiﬁcation
of the Einstein–Hilbert action.The action can be rewritten in the ADM formalism [9] as:
S0 =
∫
d4x
{
π i j g˙i j + ΠΦ˙ +
[
NE0 + NiE i
]}
, (4)
where E0 = R0 − T 0 and E i = Ri − T i and
R0 = √gR + π
i jπ lm√
g
[
1
2
gij glm − gil g jm
]
,
T 0 = Π
2
2
√
g
+ √g
[
1
2
gij∂iΦ∂ jΦ + V (Φ)
]
,
Ri = 2√gD j
(
π i j√
g
)
, T i = Π∂ iΦ. (5)
The following quantities, known as lapse and shift function, are
usually not dynamical
N ≡ 1/
√
−g00, Ni ≡ g0i . (6)
The canonical momenta, π i j and Π , are related to the canonical
coordinates, gij and Φ , via
g˙i j = 2N√
g
(
πi j − 12 gijπ
)
+ D(i N j),
Φ˙ = NΠ√
g
+ Ni∂iΦ. (7)
The PF mass term can be rewritten in this formalism as
Sm = −m
2
4
∫
d4xa−1
[
hijhi j − hiih j j − 2a2NiNi − 4a2nhii
]
. (8)
The background solution for Φ is denoted as Φ¯(t) and depends
only on time since we are interested in a cosmological background,
which by construction does not depend on (3). This has the form
of a ﬂat Friedmann–Robertson–Walker, that is ds¯20 = g¯μν dxμ dxν =
−dt2 + a2(t)dx2.
We then consider small perturbations over this background. We
will study the dynamics of perturbations over this background. It
is known that in theories of massive gravity there is an unexpected
very low strong coupling scale, usually of order Λ5 = (MPm4)1/5 2
and above such scale perturbative theory cannot be trusted; the
following analysis is therefore considered only within the range of
validity of the effective theory, that is for wavelengths smaller than
the Hubble radius and longer than the strong coupling scale. The
study of the nonlinear effects on top of this theory is part of a
future follow-up of this work.
Following the notation of [6] the ﬁelds can be written as
gij = g¯i j + hij = a2δi j + hij,
π i j = π¯ i j + pij = −2Haδi j + pij,
N = 1+ n, Φ = Φ¯ + ϕ, Π = Π¯ + π. (9)
Ni is already a ﬁrst order quantity, since its background value van-
ishes.
At quadratic level, the Lagrangian has the following form
LQ = pijh˙i j + πφ˙ + nE0L + E0Q + NiE iL + Lm (10)
where the subscripts L and Q denote linear and quadratic order of
the quantities under consideration.
2 We will conservatively estimate in the present work Λ5 to be the strong cou-
pling scale: the precise evaluation of this scale will be the subject of a future work.
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pear linearly in the Lagrangian. Not being propagating degrees of
freedom, their equations of motion enforce four constraints on the
physical propagating modes. Hence the total number of physical
degrees of freedom is two for the graviton, as expected from the
Lorentz representation of a massless tensor ﬁeld, and one for the
scalar ﬁeld.
When the mass term is introduced, the dynamics changes. The
absence of time derivatives for Ni still suggests that this mode is
not propagating, but the mass term introduces a quadratic term
for Ni : its equation of motion is therefore an algebraic constraint
for Ni itself. Two additional modes begin to propagate in this
model, a transverse vector and a scalar ﬁeld, accounting to ﬁve
degrees of freedom for the graviton as demanded by the Lorentz
representation of a massive tensor ﬁeld.
The Lagrangian reduces to the following, once Ni is integrated
out
L = pijh˙i j + πϕ˙ + n
(
E0L +
m2
a
hii
)
+ E0Q −
(E iL)2
2am2
n
− m
2
4a
(hijhi j − hiih j j). (11)
Following [6], the expression can be furthermore simpliﬁed
through the redeﬁnitions: hij → a1/2hij , pij → a−1/2pij , n →
a−3/2n, ϕ → a−3/2ϕ , π → a3/2π . We also deﬁne  = ∂i∂i/a2 (note
that  depends on time) and rescale Π¯ → a3Π¯ (i.e., Π¯ = ˙¯Φ).
The background equations are
H2 ≡ a˙
2
a2
= Π¯
2
12
+ V¯
6
,
H˙ = − Π¯
2
4
,
˙¯Π = −3HΠ¯ − V¯ ′ (12)
where V¯ ≡ V (Φ¯), etc.
Finally, we exploit the SO(3) invariance of the background to
decompose hij in tensor, vector and scalar modes:
hij = hTti j + ∂(ihtj) +
1
2
(
δi j − ∂i∂ j
∂k∂k
)
ht + ∂i∂ j
∂k∂k
hl (13)
and analogously pij . Through this deﬁnition we can now study the
scalar, vector and tensor components of the action separately.
3. Tensor and vector modes
The Lagrangian for the tensor modes hTti j takes the form
Ltensor = pTti j h˙T ti j −
[(
pTti j −
5
4
HhTti j
)2
+ 1
4
hTti j
(
− +m2 − 9
4
H2 − 4H˙
)
hTti j
]
, (14)
that is easily brought to canonical form by deﬁning pTti j →
pij/
√
2 + 5Hqij/(2
√
2 ) and hTti j →
√
2qij . The ﬁnal form of the
Lagrangian is thus
Ltensor = pijq˙i j −
[
1
2
pij pi j
+ 1qij
(
− +m2 − 9H2 − 3 H˙
)
qij
]
, (15)2 4 2and we see that tensor modes have always well-behaved kinetic
terms and, as usual, obey the same equation of motion of mini-
mally coupled scalars.
The Lagrangian of the vector modes, hti , can be written as
Lvector = 2piq˙i −
[
2pi
(
1− 
m2
)
pi
+ 1
2
qi
(
m2 + 4H2 − 16H2 
m2
+ Π¯2
)
qi
+ Hpi
(
−5+ 8 
m2
)
qi
]
, (16)
where we have deﬁned pi = √−∂i∂i pti and qi =
√−∂i∂ihti . As
in [6], we perform the following canonical transformation
pi → 4Hpi − (m
2 − 6H2)qi
2m
, qi → 3Hqi + 2pi2m , (17)
that brings the Hamiltonian in canonical form
Lvector = piq˙i −
[
1
2
pi pi + 12qi
(
− +m2 − 9
4
H2 + 3
2
H˙
)
qi
]
.
(18)
Like for the tensor modes, also the vectors always present a well-
behaved Hamiltonian (as long as m = 0 – of course, for m = 0 the
vector modes turn into purely gauge modes).
4. Scalar modes
Our starting Lagrangian has the form
Lscalar = plh˙l + p
th˙t
2
+ πϕ˙ − H0
(
pt, pl,π,ht,hl,ϕ,n
)
. (19)
Since n appears in the Lagrangian as a Lagrange multiplier, its
contribution disappears once the corresponding constraint equa-
tion E0L + m2a−1/2hii = 0 is integrated. For scalar modes, such an
equation reduces to
ν2
(
hl + ht)− ht − 2H(pl + pt)− V¯ ′ϕ − Π¯π = 0, (20)
where we have deﬁned the quantity
ν2 ≡m2 − 2H2 + Π¯2/2 =m2 − 2H2 − 2H˙ =m2 − 2 a¨
a
, (21)
that reduces to the Deser and Waldron parameter ν2 in the limit
H˙ → 0 [6].
We use Eq. (21) to eliminate pt from our Lagrangian. Through
several integrations by parts the Lagrangian can be written as
Lscalar = p0q˙0 + p1q˙1 − H1
(
p0, p1,q0,q1,h
t) (22)
where we have deﬁned the new canonical variables
p0 ≡ pl − ν
2
4H
ht, p1 ≡ π + V¯
′
4H
ht,
q0 ≡ hl − h
t
2
, q1 ≡ ϕ − Π¯
4H
ht . (23)
The variable q0 is analogous to the one deﬁned in [6]. The
variable q1 corresponds (modulo an overall factor a(t)) to the
Mukhanov variable v [10], that is the canonically normalized scalar
degree of freedom in a Universe ﬁlled by a scalar ﬁeld. These are
the two fundamental scalar degrees of freedom of our system.
The variable ht is not a dynamical degree of freedom, as it lacks
its own canonical momentum pt . Variation of the action with re-
spect to ht gives an algebraic equation for ht whose solution reads
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3m2ν2
[
−m2ν2q0 +
(
Π¯ p1 + V¯ ′q1
)
m2
− 4H
(
p0 − Hq0 − Π¯
2
q1
)]
. (24)
Note that the above solution is singular for ν2 = 0. As dis-
cussed in [11,6,12], the critical line ν2 = 0 corresponds to a par-
tially massless theory, where ht , appearing only linearly in the
Lagrangian, is a Lagrange multiplier. As a consequence, the cor-
responding equation for ν2 = 0 provides one additional constraint
that removes the scalar mode of the graviton from the propagat-
ing degrees of freedom. The result is that – at quadratic level – the
graviton is left with only four helicities (±2,±1). As we will dis-
cuss in Section 5, the possibility of living on the critical line ν2 = 0
is much less interesting in the generic FRW background considered
here, since the line ν2 = 0 can be crossed, during the evolution of
the Universe, only when system is already in a unstable region of
the parameter space.
Let us now go ahead and consider a generic ν2 = 0. By plug-
ging the result (24) back into (22) we obtain the ﬁnal Hamiltonian.
Since its form is rather complicated, here we will express it in the
following compact notation
Lscalar = pT · q˙ −
(
1
2
pT · K · p + 1
2
qT · M · q + pT · V · q
)
(25)
where we have deﬁned the vectors pT ≡ (p0, p1) and qT ≡ (q0,q1)
and where the explicit expression of the matrices K , M and V are
given in Appendix A.
By performing a series of canonical transformations (details in
Appendix A) we can bring the Hamiltonian of our system to the
form
Hs = m
2λ4
24H2ν2
P20 − 2
H2(ν2 + 2λ2)
m2λ4
Q 0Q 0 + P
2
1
2
− Q 1Q 1
2
− 2HΠ¯ ν
2
λ4
Q 0P1 + Q iMij Q j
2
(26)
where we have deﬁned a new function of the background quanti-
ties
λ2 ≡m2 − 2H2, (27)
and where the elements of Mij can be obtained by setting  = 0
in Eqs. (46)–(48) in Appendix A and are complicated functions of
the background quantities.
Even if Eq. (26) does not yet correspond to the Hamiltonian in
its canonical form P2/2 − Q  Q /2 + V ( Q ), it already shows an
important peculiarity of our system. We see that the sign of the
coeﬃcient of the kinetic term of the gravitational mode P20 is that
of ν2. This observation allows us to obtain a ﬁrst extension of the
Higuchi condition m2 > 2H2 to a generic cosmological background.
In a cosmological background, we notice that a necessary condition
for the positiveness of the Hamiltonian reads ν2 > 0, i.e.,
m2 > 2H2 + 2H˙ . (28)
If the above inequality were to be violated, then the kinetic term
of the degree of freedom Q 0 would have the wrong sign, signaling
an instability of the theory.
From now on we will assume that the inequality (28) is
satisﬁed. Then, we can canonically normalize the variable Q 0
through the redeﬁnition P0 → P0γ − γ˙ Q 0, Q 0 → Q 0/γ where
γ ≡ 2Hν√3/(mλ2). We thus get the ﬁnal result
Hs = P
2
0 − 1
(
1 + 2 λ
2
2
)
Q 0Q 0 + P
2
1 − Q 1Q 12 2 3 3 ν 2 2− Π¯ mν
λ2
√
3
Q 0P1 + Q iMij Q j
2
, (29)
where M00 has a new form, given in Eq. (49) in Appendix A, M01
is given by the same M01 of Eq. (47) divided by γ , and M11 is
unchanged.
Eq. (29) is our ﬁnal expression for the Hamiltonian governing
this system. In principle, one can perform a canonical transforma-
tion to eliminate the Q 0P1. This is however not very illuminating,
so we will relegate to Appendix B the discussion of the strategy
that allows to eliminate such a term.
Before discussing our results, we check that in the limit of
de Sitter background (i.e., Π¯ , V¯ ′ → 0) we recover the result of [6].
Indeed, in this limit the Hamiltonian reduces to
HdSs =
P20
2
+ P
2
1
2
+ Q 0
2
(
− +m2 − 9
4
H2
)
Q 0
+ Q 1
2
(
− + V¯ ′′ − 9
4
H2
)
Q 1. (30)
Of course, this canonical form can be obtained only if ν2 > 0, that
is when the Higuchi bound m2 > 2H2 is satisﬁed for a Pauli–Fierz
graviton on a de Sitter background.
5. Discussion
The Hamiltonian for a massive graviton on a cosmological back-
ground governed by a scalar ﬁeld has two remarkable properties.
First, in order for the kinetic term of the gravitational modes to
have the right sign, the system must obey the inequality ν2 > 0.
Second, since the background breaks the isometry group down
to SO(3), the scalar mode of the graviton turns out to inherit a
Lorentz non-invariant dispersion relation.
We will assume the condition ν2 > 0 to be met in the following
discussion.
For wavelengths shorter than the characteristic timescale of
the background and shorter than the Compton wavelength of the
graviton, the mode Q 0 follows the equation
Q¨ 0 −
(
1
3
+ 2
3
λ2
ν2
)
Q 0 = 0. (31)
The coeﬃcient of the Laplacian in the previous equation has to
be positive to prevent the generation of exponentially increasing
solutions. The explicit expression of this coeﬃcient is
1
3
+ 2λ
2
3ν2
= 1+ 4H˙
3ν2
= m
2 − 2H2 − 2H˙/3
ν2
. (32)
Before discussing the stability of the model, let us note that
the speed of propagation of these modes is
√
1+ 4H˙/3ν2. Since
H˙ < 0, it is guaranteed that these modes do not experience su-
perluminal propagation. Interestingly, [13] has observed that the
speed of propagation of gravitational modes cannot be smaller
than (at least) (1–2 × 10−15)c. Were this bound violated, gravi-
tational Cherenkov radiation would have depleted the population
of high energy cosmic rays that we currently observe. Unfortu-
nately, this bound cannot be directly applied to our Pauli–Fierz
gravitons, in fact it relies on the tensorial coupling of the graviton,
while we were interested in the couplings of the scalar compo-
nent of the Pauli–Fierz graviton. Moreover, the Pauli–Fierz theory
is known to be strongly coupled at a very low scale of the order of
m(MP /m)1/5 [14], while the bound mentioned above relies on the
emission of gravitons with energies of the order of 1011 GeV. It
would be interesting to study whether a bound, analogous to that
of [13], could be applied to the scalar component of the Pauli–Fierz
graviton.
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provides a more restrictive condition than ν2 > 0. By consider-
ing the equation of state parameter of the background w with
−1  w  1, H˙ and H2 are related as H˙ = −3(1 + w)H2/2. The
condition ν2 > 0 can be written as m2/H2 > −(1 + 3w), whereas
the condition (1/3+2λ2/3ν2) > 0 is equal to m2/H2 > 1− w . It is
easy to see that the second condition is always stronger than the
ﬁrst one and that they coincide only on a de Sitter background. As
a consequence, the lower limit on the mass of the graviton on a
cosmological background is given by
m2 > (1− w)H2. (33)
We note that, since the requirement of positivity of Eq. (32)
is more restrictive than the bound ν2 > 0, the “partially massless”
regime discussed in [11,12] cannot be attained as a consequence of
the cosmological evolution. While for a de Sitter background ν2 is
a constant, in our case it is time-dependent, so ν2 might cross zero
during the cosmological evolution. However, when this happens,
the quantity (32) is already negative, so the theory is already in an
unstable regime hence such a limit cannot be trusted.
Assuming that the constraint (33) is independent of the kind of
matter that is driving the cosmological expansion, we can infer a
phenomenological bound on the mass of the Pauli–Fierz graviton.
Indeed, we know that the Universe had a standard cosmological
evolution at least from the time of nucleosynthesis, when it was
in a thermal bath at a temperature of ∼ 10 MeV. If we assume the
mass of the graviton to be constant during the cosmological his-
tory of the Universe, then Eq. (33) constrains the Pauli–Fierz mass
to be larger than the value of the Hubble parameter at nucleosyn-
thesis, m  3 × 10−14 eV. Such a mass corresponds to a Compton
wavelength of the order of tens of thousand of kilometers, which
is ruled out since the solar system dynamics is well described by
Newtonian gravity. Of course, the limit m 3× 10−14 eV does not
imply that a massless graviton is ruled out. Indeed, as we have
discussed in Section 2, we expect our linearized theory to break
down for distances smaller than the scale at which the theory be-
comes strongly coupled. For values of m so small that the strong
coupling scale is comparable to the Hubble radius (and a fortiori
for a massless graviton), we will not be able to trust our linearized
analysis.
To conclude, we have derived the canonical Hamiltonian de-
scribing Pauli–Fierz massive gravitons on a FRW background driven
by a scalar ﬁeld. The scalar sector contains a mode with Lorentz
non-invariant dispersion relation. The requirement that the mo-
mentum part of the Hamiltonian is positive deﬁnite induces the
bound (28), whereas the (more restrictive) bound (33) prevents the
development of instabilities through the generation of large gradi-
ents of the ﬁelds. Our formulation provides a setting for the study
of the presence or the absence of the vDVZ discontinuity, as well as
the existence of strongly coupled regimes, on a FRW background.
We hope to go back to these points in a forthcoming publication.
Note added
While we were at the ﬁnal stages of the writing of this Letter, the work [15],
whose subject partially overlaps with ours, was posted on the archive. The gener-
alized Higuchi bound obtained with the Pauli–Fierz choice of parameters in [15]
does not agree with our Eqs. (28) or (33), due to different nature of the starting
Lagrangians.
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In this appendix, we show explicitly the canonical transfor-
mations that allow to bring the Lagrangian (25) to the Hamilto-
nian (26). Our procedure follows rather closely the one of [6]. Our
starting point is the Lagrangian (25)
Lscalar = pT · q˙ −
(
1
2
pT · K · p + 1
2
qT · M · q + pT · V · q
)
, (34)
where
K =
(
3− 4
m2
+ 42
3m2ν2
Π¯
6H (3− 2ν2 )
Π¯
6H (3− 2ν2 ) 1+ m
2Π¯2
12H2ν2
)
, (35)
V =
(
− ν22H − 52 H − 3H + 4H m2 − 43 
2
m2ν2
2Π¯
m2
+ V¯ ′2H − V¯
′
3Hν2
− 23 
2Π¯
m2ν2
Π¯(−1− m2
12H2
+ 
3ν2
) 32 H + m
2 V¯ ′Π¯
12H2ν2
+ Π¯2
6Hν2
)
,
(36)
M =
(
m2 + Π2 − 4H2
m2
+ 42 H2
3m2ν2
− 23 + m
2ν2
12H2
( 2
3ν2
− m2
6H2
)V¯ ′ + ( 4H2
3m2ν2
− 3H − 4Hm2 )Π
( 2
3ν2
− m2
6H2
)V¯ ′ + ( 4H2
3m2ν2
− 3H − 4Hm2 )Π − + V¯ ′′ − Π¯
2
m2
(1− 
3ν2
) + V¯ ′
3Hν2
( V¯
′m2
4H + Π)
)
.
(37)
First, we rewrite it in the form
Lscalar = pT · q˙ −
(
1
2
(p − h · q)T · K · (p − h · q)
+ 1
2
qT · M˜ · q + (p − h · q)T · V˜ · q
)
, (38)
where the matrix
h =
(
H Π¯/2
Π¯/2 −V¯ ′/Π¯ − 3 H (1+ Π¯2
2λ2
)
)
(39)
is chosen in such a way that the matrices M˜ ≡ M + hT · K · h+ hT ·
V + V T · h and V˜ ≡ V + K · h acquire a simpler form. Note that we
have deﬁned the new time-dependent function
λ2 ≡m2 − 2H2. (40)
The explicit expression of the matrices M˜ and V˜ is such that
M˜ + h˙ =
(
m2λ4
12ν2
0
0 − − 3Π¯
4λ4
[8H2λ2 V¯ ′ + Π¯(m4 + 6H2ν2 − 2H2Π¯2)]
)
,
V˜ =
(
−m22H + 32H + 3 λ
2
ν2
Π¯ 4−3Π¯2
4λ2
− m2λ2Π¯
12H2ν2
− V¯ ′
Π¯
− H( 32 + 2Π¯
2
λ2
)
)
.
We perform the following canonical transformation
p = P + h · Q + h · α · P , q = Q + α · P ,
α ≡
(
H
2
[4λ4(3m2−2−9H2)−(12V¯ ′+54HΠ¯)HΠ¯λ2−3(m2+2H2)Π¯4]
m2λ6
Π¯/λ2
Π¯/λ2 0
)
,
followed by the simple canonical transformation P0 → Q 0, Q 0 →
−P0. The Lagrangian now has the same form as in Eq. (25) where
now
K =
(
m2λ4
12H2ν2
0
0 1
)
,
V =
(
(m2+2H2)Π¯2
4Hλ2
+ 2HΠ¯2+V¯ ′Π¯
2ν2
0
−2HΠ¯ν2/λ4 −V¯ ′/Π¯ − H(3/2+ 2Π¯2/λ2)
)
,
M =
(
M00 M01
M01 M11
)
, (41)
with
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2(ν2 + 2λ2)
λ4

+ 3H
2
8m2λ8ν2
[
16λ4Π2ν2 V¯ ′′ − 32λ6 V¯ ′2
− 16Hλ2Π¯(12λ2ν2 + Π¯4)V¯ ′ + 8(4m2 − 9H2)λ8
+ 12(m2 − 40H2)λ6Π¯2], (42)
M11 = − + 3Π¯
4λ4
[
8Hλ2
(
V¯ ′ + 2HΠ¯)+m4Π¯ + 6H2Π¯3], (43)
M01 = −3HΠ¯
2
λ6
[
2
(
V¯ ′ + HΠ¯)λ2 + 3HΠ¯ν2]. (44)
We can eliminate the diagonal terms of the matrix V by
P → P + A · Q , Q → Q where the matrix A is deﬁned as
diag(−V00/K00,−V11/K11). This leaves the matrix K unchanged,
while V simpliﬁes to
V =
(
0 0
−2HΠ¯ν2/λ4 0
)
, (45)
and the matrix M has components
M00 = −4H
2(ν2 + 2λ2)
m2λ4

+ 6 HΠ¯
m2λ6
[
2m2ν2 − λ2(m2 + 3H2)]V¯ ′
+ 3H
2
4m2λ8
[
4
(
4m2 − 9H2)λ6 + 2(11m2 − 39H2)λ4Π¯2
+ (19m4 − 44m2H2 + 12H4)Π¯4 + 6m2Π¯6], (46)
M01 = M10 = −2 H
λ4
(
5ν2 − 4λ2)V¯ ′
− H
2Π¯
2λ6
(
6λ4 + 35λ2Π¯2 + 5Π¯4), (47)
M11 = − + V¯ ′′ − 9
4
H2 − 2HV¯
′Π¯
λ2
+ 3
8
(m2 − 10H2)Π¯2
λ2
− 1
2
(m2 + H2)Π¯4
λ4
. (48)
As discussed in Section 4, if ν2 > 0 then we can bring the P2
terms to canonical form by redeﬁning P0 → P0γ − γ˙ Q 0, Q 0 →
Q 0/γ with γ ≡ 2Hν
√
3/λ2. The Hamiltonian then keeps the same
form as above, however the coeﬃcient of the P20 term is now just
1/2 (i.e., K00 = 1), M00
M00 = −
(
1
3
+ 2λ
2
3ν2
)
 + Π¯
2
2ν2
V¯ ′′ − λ
2
ν4
V¯ ′2
− HΠ¯
2λ2ν4
(
12λ2ν2 + Π¯4)V¯ ′ + 1
32λ4ν4
[
8
(
4m2 − 9H2)λ8
+ 12(m2 − 40H2)λ6Π¯2 − 6(m2 + 47H2)λ4Π¯4
− (17m4 + 20m2H2 − 108H4)Π¯6 − 4H2Π¯8], (49)
whereas M01 goes to M01/γ and V10 goes to V10/γ .Appendix B. Removing the Q 0P1 term
In this appendix we show how to formally bring the Hamilto-
nian derived in Appendix A to the canonical form 12 p
T · p + 12qT ·
Mﬁn · q. We start from the expression
H = 1
2
pT · p + 1
2
qT · M · q + pT · V · q,
V =
(
0 0
v(t) 0
)
(50)
where v(t) is an arbitrary function of time and M is an arbitrary
time-dependent 2×2 “mass” matrix. We look for a transformation
of the form
p → A · p + B · q, q → A · q, (51)
that can be shown to be canonical if the matrices A and B are
such that AT · B is symmetric. In order to leave the kinetic term
untouched, the matrix A has to be orthogonal. Let us write it as
A =
(
cosα(t) sinα(t)
− sinα(t) cosα(t)
)
. (52)
The matrix B has to be equal to A˙ − V · A to eliminate the cross
term pT · V · q from the Hamiltonian. The function α(t), ﬁnally,
is determined by the requirement that AT · B is symmetric. It is
easy to prove that such condition is veriﬁed if the function α(t)
satisﬁes the differential equation α˙(t) = −v(t)/2. Both A and B
are then determined up to an integration constant. By using the
equation that relates A to B we ﬁnd that the Hamiltonian can be
brought to the ﬁnal expression: 12 p
T · p+ 12qT ·Mﬁn ·q with Mﬁn =
AT MA − AT V T V A − A¨T A − AT V˙ A.
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